Big data is transforming the way we do business, but it also introduces new risks and threats for Business Analysis Professionals. Are you ready?

3,500,000
Unfilled cybersecurity jobs worldwide by 2021.

- There is a hacker attack every 39 seconds.
- The average cost of a data breach in 2020 will exceed $150 million.
- Approximately $6 trillion is expected to be spent globally on cybersecurity by 2021.

Security breaches up 11% over the past year.
Security breaches increased by 67% over the past five years.

300 BILLION CYBERSECURITY MARKET
The value of the cybersecurity market is anticipated to reach $300 billion by 2024.

- 21% of business analysis professionals report being involved in their organizations’ cybersecurity practice.

What are the most important skills BAs will need to work in cybersecurity?

1. 87% Risk Management
2. 85% Compliance Knowledge

Introducing Cybersecurity Analysis
Training and Certification Program from IIBA® and IEEE Computer Society

IIBA® and IEEE Computer Society have partnered to offer a robust, learning and certification program on what business analysis professionals need to know to be prepared for today’s cybersecurity challenges.

This training and certification provides the credibility of a joint certification and the opportunity to learn key cybersecurity concepts and tools business analysis professionals need to demonstrate core competencies.

Learn more today at iiba.org/cybersecurity
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